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Objective of Research
This research effort is directed toward improving our understanding of highly

reactive molecular species; during this grant period work has focused exclusively on gas

phase charged molecules. We are investigating in detail the nature and reactivity of these

species. Multiphoton ionization, an integral part of this work, is being used to probe the

dynamics of photoionization and to generate state-selected ions. These state-selected ions
then serve as reagents in ion-molecule reactions. This ability to prepare reagents in

known initial states, when coupled with detailed measurements of the reaction products,
provides unique insight into the role of vibrational and kinetic energy in determining the

outcome of ion-molecule reactions. Such before and after measurements also allow
inferences to be made concerning details of the reactive process dynamics.

Status of the Research Effort
During this past grant period, we have continued our multifaceted investigation

into the characteristics and chemistry of ionic species. The first set of experiments are
studies of the photoelectron ejected in the ionization step of resonance-enhanced
multiphoton ionization (REMPI). Characterization of the energy and anisotropy of this

ejected electron provides information on the dynamics of the photoionization event for

the NO molecule. The time-of-flight spectroscopy of these ejected electrons also

provides the information necessary to ascertain the vibrational state of the resulting ion,
which has been used to verify the state selective preparation by REMPI of a combination
band excitation in NH 3

+. The second set of experiments study low energy (thermal) ion-

molecule reactions of H(D)Br +, where REMPI is used to state-selectively prepare the
reagent ion. Coupling this with state-selective product ion detection, state-to-state

absolute thermal rate constants are determined. The third set of experiments study the
role of vibrational excitation and kinetic energy in affecting the product intensities of the
multichannel ion-molecule reaction NH 3

+ + ND 3. These high energy experiments (0.5-
10 eV center-of-mass) again utilize REMPI to state-selectively prepare the reagent ion.
The details and results of these experiments are discussed on the following pages.
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A. Resonance-Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization-Photoelectron Spectroscopy
(REMPI-PES)

We have studied the photoelectron spectroscopy of several small molecules

employing a time-of-flight (TOF) photoelectron spectrometer used in conjunction with
REMPI of jet cooled molecules. In these experiments we have pursued two objectives:

the characterization of the ion states selected in the REMPI processes, and a detailed

study of the photoionization dynamics of the NO molecule.

Photoelectron spectroscopy provides a unique source of information concerning

the ion states that are formed from photoionization processes. Although in some cases

these states can be probed by optical methods, photoelectron spectroscopy is a more

direct means to accomplish this goal. Using the energy conservation relation

Eint, moh +h v = Einto n + Ke (1),

we can deduce the internal states of the ion formed by measuring the photoelectron

kinetic energy. In equation (1), Eintmoi represents the internal energy of the molecules

to be photoionized, Eint,ion the internal energy of the ion formed, and Ke the kinetic

energy of the photoelectron. In this regard we have determined the spin-orbit and
vibrational states populated upon ionization of state-selected 5pit Rydberg states of

HBr/DBr and the vibrational states populated upon ionization of NO via the C 211 state. 1

We have also determined the vibrational states populated upon ionization of ammonia via

several vibrational states of the C' Rydberg state (Fig. 1). The information we have
obtained in these experiments has proved essential to various studies such as ion-

molecule reaction dynamics of state-selected ions.

Regarding the second objective, we have also studied the photoionization

dynamics of NO via the A 27+ state. Using REMPI we are able to ionize molecules from
a well-defined quantum level in a chosen intermediate electronic state. Our TOF

spectrometer provides enough energy resolution to determine the high J ion rotational

state associated with each photoelectron (Fig. 2). In addition, because our spectrometer is

field free, we can determine the photoelectron angular distributions associated with each
rotational branch. We have determined the energy-resolved photoelectron angular

distributions (PADs) following the photoionization of NO via the v=l, N=22
rovibrational level of the A 21+ state.2 In conjunction with our experimental work, we

have also derived a general expression that describes the PAD following (1+1') REMPI of

a molecule with linearly polarized light beams. 3 By performing high resolution, angle ................
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy and fitting the experimental results to the model, we

have obtained the most detailed information about the photoionization dynamics of NO.

5I
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Figure 2. Photoelectron TOF spectrum for (1 +1') REMPI of
NO via the P21+Q1(22.5) transition to the A 21+
(vi=l1, Ni=22) level with -.

In (1 +1l) REMIPI employing two linearly polarized lasers with the angle 60 r
between the polarization vectors, the PAD can be expressed by 3

!(010~) =030Y,(e4) + E ZiMYM00 (2).
L-~2,4 M=-2
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Here PLM coefficients contain the dynamical information, i.e., the radial electric dipole

matrix elements that connect the electronic wave function of the intermediate state to the

outgoing partial waves, in addition to the geometrical quantities. By fitting the

experimental PAD's to the above equation, we have been able to obtain the dynamical

parameters that are needed to describe the photoionization process under study.2 The

dynamical parameters determined from the fit were found to agree reasonably well with

the result of an ab initio calculation for the same process carried out by Rudolph and

McKoy. 4 There exists, however, some discrepancies between the experiments and

theoretical calculations, which may indicate the need to refine the theory, for example, by

including electron correlation effects.

One of the important features of our formalism is that once we determine the

dynamical parameters, we are able to use them to predict the various characteristics of a

given rotational level of the ion from which the photoelectron has departed. 3 By

measuring the PAD we observe the alignment of the photoelectron orbital angular

momentum. From this observation, we can deduce the alignment of the ion since the

alignments of the intermediate state and the ionizing photon are known.

We now have a general formalism that describes the (1+1') REMPI of a molecule

when the linear polarization vectors of the resonant and ionizing lasers are at any angle.

More importantly, we have demonstrated the power of this experimental technique; we

have shown that REMPI-PES can provide a detailed insight into the photoionization

dynamics in addition to information about the ion states formed from photoionization.
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B. State-to-State Ion-Molecule Reaction Dynamics
In our proposal, we speculated that it might be possible to study ion-molecule

reaction dynamics in a bulb through the use of two pulsed dye lasers. This speculation

has proven to be correct. Additionally, our preliminary work on probing the nascent

distributions of ionized molecules has motivated Lhe derivation of selection rules for the

photoionization of diatomic molecules. In this section, we first describe the experimental

work on ion-molecule reactions and then the theoretical work on selection rules.

1. Experimental Work

We have successfully investigated the state-to-state dynamics of the symmetric

charge transfer reaction

DBr+(2 Hi, v+ , J+) + HBr -- DBr + HBr+(2Hi ,, v'+ , J'+) (3)

using (2 + 1) REMPI to prepare selectively the ionic reagent DBr+(2 Hi, v+, J+) and LIF to

probe the product HBr+(2 li ,, v'+ , J'+) state distribution. LIF spectra indicate that

ionization through DBr Rydberg states prepares the reagent ion with over 98% purity in a

particular spin-orbit state (i = 1/2, 3/2) and vibrational state (v+ = 0, 1). With judicious

selection of the two-photon transition to a particular rovibrational level of the DBr

Rydberg state, reagent ions can be prepared with a limited number of populated rotational

levels. Spectroscopic detection of products enables us to examine the distribution of

product ions among the accessible vibrational, rotational, and spin-orbit levels as well as

the A-doublet components of each rotational level. In this experiment, all of the

energetically accessible product ion levels have been observed. In addition to the charge

transfer channel, there is a second product channel, which cannot be detected by LIF:

DBr + + HBr - DBrH+ + Br. Recently Viggiano has measured a rate of 5.3 x 10-10

cm 3sec-1 for this channel. 5

The experiment, illustrated in Figure 3, is performed in a flowing gas cell with the

1:2 DBr/HBr mixture held constant at a pressure of 15 mTorr. The LIF probe laser is

delayed by 400 ns with respect to the REMPI laser to ensure that less than 10% of the

reagent ions have undergone a single collision. A gated photomultiplier enables us to

probe the very small product ion LIF signals by eliminating the fluorescence background

arising from the intense REMPI laser. This device improves the signal-to-noise ratio by

at least an order of magnitude. The LIF signal is normalized with respect to the power of

the LIF laser and the number of reagent ions formed by REMPI. All LIF spectra of DBr+

and HBr + were obtained by excitation to the v = 0 level of the A 21+ state so that the

Franck-Condon factors could be used to convert LIF line strengths to relative

populations.
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Figure 3:. Experimental set-up used to study the charge transfer reaction
DBr + + HBr in a bulb.

We have observed that the charge transfer reaction of DBr+ 2 ri3/2, v+ = 0 and I

with a thermal distribution of HBr yields HBr + 2 13/2, v+=O, whereas the reaction of DBr +

21-11/2, v+--O and I with HBr yields HBr+ in the 2n1/2, v+--O and 2F13/ 2, v+--O and I levels;

see the energy level diagram in Figure 4 for details. With these data for the symmetric

charge transfer reaction (4), it is possible to construct a full-scale state-to-state reaction

channel matrix. 6 The ability to monitor both the initial state distribution of the DBr +

reagent and the final state distribution of the product HBr + arising from a particular initial

state distribution (Figure 5) under the same experimental conditions permits

determination of the state-to-state reaction rates, Ri-
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of total pressure 15 mTorr.
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In this experiment the reaction time is simply the time delay between the REMPI

laser and the LIF laser. Evaluation of the equation

Ri-+j= ki-j_ NHBr (4)

where Ri_4i is the experimentally determined reaction rate and NHBr is the molecular

density of HBr, yields the state-to-state absolute reaction rate constant kiwi. We find that

the rate constant kj/2. v-O-*/2, v-O = 1.5 x 10-10 cm 3 sec - 1 for near-resonant charge

transfer. This process is only exothermic by 24 cm- 1, due to differences in zero point

energies between DBr* and HBr + . This rate constant is seven times larger than the rate

constant, k1/2, v=0-*3/2, v=1 = 0.23 xl0-10 cm 3sec- 1, for a nonresonant channel that is -250

cm -1 exothermic. The nonresonant charge transfer channel (1/2, v = 0 -- 3/2, v = 1) may

also be less efficient because the Franck-Condon factor for the 1-0 transition from the

HBr ground state to its ion ground state is also smaller than the 0-0 transition.

The HBr + product rotational state distributions resulting from reaction with DBr+

2 Hip2, v+=O exhibit interesting behavior (Figure 6). For HBr + produced in the 2 1/2,

v+--0 level the rotational distribution is nearly thermal at 300 K, if the e and f A-splitting

components are considered individually. In addition, the population of the e component

on each J level is always twice as intense as thef component. When HBr+ is produced in

the 21 13/2, v+=1 level, the rotational distribution is hotter than that observed for the 2111/2,

v+=O level and the e and f levels are almost equally populated. The rotational

distribution for the third channel, 213/2, v+--0, is even hotter because the reaction is more

exothermic; the e andf A-splitting components are equally populated. These results

may indicate that the near-resonant channel occurs through a long range interaction with

some type of kinematic constraint that causes the ratio of the e and f A-splitting

components to differ from the statistically expected result of 2: 1.

2. Theoretical Work: Selection Rules for the Photoionization of Diatomic Molecules

We have derived selection rules for the electric dipole allowed photoionization of

diatomic molecules. Previous authors have derived selection rules for special cases.7 -9

We have derived selection rules for cases where the diatomic is in Hund's coupling case

a, b, c, or d, and where the resultant ion can be in any of these coupling cases. 10

These selection rules are derived by examining the transition dipole ma-rix

element, <fltli>, to find the cases where it is nonvanishing. The final state <f4 is equated

with the wave function of the ion multiplied by the wavefunction of the photoelectron,

where the photoelectron is treated as an expansion of partial waves in terms of its orbital
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angular momentum, 1. The initial state, li> is simply the wavefunction of the neutral

molecule.

We have derived selection rules for the relevant quantum numbers for the various

coupling cases as well as for total parity. In addition, in the case of homonuclear

diatomics there are selection rules governing transitions between gerade and ungerade
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states as well as symmetric and antisymmetric rotational levels. These selection rules are

all summarized in the tables below:

Allowed transitions
(final state)-(initial state) Selection riles

all coupling cases AJ/= I + + 1 ..... I-- "

AM= -,, + -i,+ , , -

and - m, -

case(a)-case(a) ' AA= -. 4 + 1-, --A- I
case (a)--case (b) AS= +

case (b)-case (a) AI = +__

case (b)-case(b) I

case (a)-case (a) Afl= - +,,,-A +.---.
case (c)-case (c) 9nd -A-

case (c)-case (a) or
case (a)-case (c)
case (c)-case (b) + 1,

case (b)-case (c)

case (b)-case (b) AN=I+ 1. 1...--I
case Wd-case Wd & M, = - me + ".'-11 -, -I

AM, = +

case (b)-case (d) N =N
I-Ia = ±1I

Table 1: Angular momentum selection rules for photoionization of a
diatomic molecule.

Coupling case Parity wave function Parity

case(a) (I/ -2)[IJflM) InA)ISM) + ( - I)PIJ -IfM)inf-A)IS - 1)] ( - W) - S .
"

for A =0 in JOM 050) above with p = 0

and 1 0

case (b) (I/v2)[rNAM,) nA) +( -I)N-AM,) In-A)jISMs) ( -I

for A = 0 iNOM,)ino)ISM,) above with p = 0

case ) (1/11) [ IJflM) nfl) + ( - I)PIJ- fM)In- fl)] J= integer,
( - I)V P..

J = half-integer,
- I )J - /2 P "

for fl = 0 IJOM)InO) above with p =0

cmed) +-INoA )nA, + I IN, -AMd)In-A,)J I -

SIt~,,* SMO '

for A, = 0 INOM)Ini0)lmma)ISMs) above with p =0

Table 2: Parity wave functions for the four different Hund's coupling cases.
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Allowed transition
(final state)-( inid state) Selection rule

cM(a)-case (a) (J * -J) -(S -S)+(p' -p)+(s* -s) +/=odd
ce (a)-case (b) [N " -(J-S)l +(p' -p)+(s -s) +I=odd
case(b)-case(a) [(J - )-N] +(p' -p) +is' -s) +/=odd
case (b)-case b) (N ' - N) + (p " - p) + (s * - s) +I=odd
case (a)-case (d [(J -S *)-(N, +1I)] +(p" -p) +(s' -s)+I=odd
case (b)--case (d) [N - (N, +IR)] + (p* -p) + (s -s) +I=odd

cw(c)--case (c) (J" -) +(p' -p) +(s* -s) +/=odd'
case (b)-case (c) (N -J) +(p* -p)+(s' -s) +I=odd
c (a)-case (c) [ (J - S *) - J)J + (p* - p) + (s * - s) + I = odd
case(c)case (b) (J - N ) + (p - p) + (s* - s) + I= odd,
cS.-(c).case (a) [J* - (J+S)] + (p* -p)+(s -s) +/I=odd*

'Here we may also choose the coupled scheme for the photoelectron wave function becausz the ion core follows
Hund's case (c). Then Is replaced byj - J.

Table 3: Parity selection rules for the photoionization of a diatomic molecule.

Selection Rule Case

(g/u)<-->(g/u) I = odd
(g/u)+-(u/g) I = even

(s/a)+->(s/a) all cases

Table 4: Additional selection rules for homonuclear diatomics. Electronic states

,are classified as gerade(g) or ungerade(u). Rotational levels are classified as

being symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to interchange of the nuclei.
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C. State-Selected Ion-Molecule Reactions
Although a large body of kinetic data 11' 12 has been obtained under thermal

conditions in flow reactors for ion-molecule reactions, the details of these reactions have

not been studied nearly as extensively as their neutral counterparts. In an effort to

understand the forces that drive ion-molecule reactions in greater detail, we are

investigating the separate influences of ion reagent internal excitation and collision

energy on the reaction outcome. The ion-molecule reaction studies are carried out with

center-of-mass (CM) collision energies ranging from 0.5 to 10.0 eV in a quadrupole-

octapole-quadrupole mass spectrometer, using ionic reagents state-selectively prepared

by (n + 1) REMP1. 13' 14

Previous ion-molecule studies in this laboratory15-18 were performed on the

NH3+ + H2, NH3+ + CH4 , and NH3' + ND3+ reactions using a tandem quadrupole mass

spectrometer with a static collision cell located between the two quadrupole mass

analyzers. Unfortunately, this experimental configuration precluded direct comparison of

the signal intensity arising from different product channels and hence, the measurement

of product branching ratios and reaction cross sections because forward-scattered product

ions were detected more efficiently than side- and back-scattered products.

Consequently, the previous work was limited to exploring the influence of vibrational

excitation and collision energy only within a given product channel.

During the previous funding period, a radio frequency (rf) octapole ion guide 19-24

was constructed and installed in the collision cell region of our mass spectrometer, which

is located between the two quadrupole mass analyzers, as illustrated in Figure 7. The

octapole ion guide functions as an "ion pipe," allowing nearly all of the product ions to be

transported from the collision region to the second quadrupole mass analyzer, even when

these product ions are scattered from the reactive collision with significant off-axis

velocity components. With the discrimination in product detection removed, we can

directly compare product intensities and determine product branching ratios and relative

cross sections.

Figure 7 illustrates our current experimental configuration. Briefly, the state-

selected ion beam is produced by (n + 1) REMPI of a skimmed molecular beam using the

output of a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG pumped dye laser. The resulting ion beam is

then focused and injected into the first quadrupole mass filter, which removes any

fragments produced in the ionization process. The ion beam is accelerated to the desired

collision energy as it enters the octapole ion guide which contains the neutral target gas.
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Figure 7: Ion-molecule quadrupole-octapole-quadrupole apparatus.

The thermal motion of the neutral reagent gas introduces a spread in the collision

energy.2 5 The pressure in the collision cell is sufficiently low to ensure single-collision

conditions. The unreacted reagent ions and product ions, the latter being typically less

than one per laser shot, are guided by the octapole from the collision cell region to the

second quadrupole for mass analysis and subsequent detection.

1. Influence of Vibrational Excitation and Collision Energy on the NH 3
+ + ND 3

Reaction System

Since completing installation of the octapole ion guide, collision cell, and

associated ion optics, we have investigated the effects of both vibrational excitation and
collision energy on the ammonia ion/ammonia molecule reaction system. This system

has three major product channels: hydrogen atom abstraction, charge transfer, and proton

transfer. To distinguish between hydrogen atom abstraction and proton transfer channels,

the neutral reagent is deuterium labeled:

NH3+(v) + ND 3  -- NH 3D+ + ND 2  (deuterium abstraction) (5a)
- NH 3 + ND 3+ (charge transfer) (5b)
-- NH 2 + ND 3H+ (proton transfer). (5c)
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The hydrogen abstraction and proton transfer channels have an overall reaction

exothermicity of 0.79 eV, while charge transfer is essentially thermoneutral.

Under thermal conditions charge transfer proceeds with a rate constant of

k < 4 x 10-11 cm 3s "1 whereas hydrogen abstraction or proton transfer occurs on nearly

every collision (k = 1.9 x 10-9 cm3s-1). 26 This system was one of the first ion-molecule

reaction systems in which the effects of vibrational excitation were probed, albeit without

preparation of the reagent ions in a single specified vibrational level. 27 Subsequent

state-selected studies of this system have employed coincidence techniques 28' 29 as well

as state-selective ion preparation by REMPI. 17 As a result, the ammonia ionlammonia

reaction system is an excellent system for initial experiments using our recently modified

apparatus; comparison of our results with the other data available on this system

permitted characterization of the instrument performance.

The NH 3'(v) reagent ion is prepared state-selectively with excitation in the v2

umbrella bending mode using (2 + 1) REMPI through the B or C' Rydberg state. 13 The

ammonia ion is particularly attractive for studying the influence of vibrational excitation

in chemical reactions; the ion can be prepared with up to 10 quanta in the umbrella mode,

which corresponds to 1.23 eV of internal excitation. This broad range of accessible

excitation results from the large geometry change in going from the pyramidal neutral to

the planar ion. In addition, the possibility exists for exciting other vibrational modes in

this polyatomic ion. For example, a progression in the umbrella mode built on the

symmetric stretch (vl + nv2) can be excited in theC' state using REMPI,30 , which recent

REMPI-PES work in this laboratory (Figure 1)31 has demonstrated to produce NH 3+ ions

cleanly with one quantum in the stretch and two or three quanta in the umbrella mode.

This capability is the basis for ongoing work in this project looking at the effect on the

system reactivity of exciting differing internal modes of the ion.

Two typical sets of parent and product ion TOF profiles for the ammonia reaction

system with V2, v = 0, 7, at a center-of-mass collision energy of 3.0 eV, are shown in

Figure 8. Qualitative comparison of these raw data for a given set of reaction conditions

suggest that fundamental differences exist between the product channel profiles. These

TOF profiles reflect the projection of the product ion velocity component onto the ion

beam axis of the instrument which passes through the center of the octapole ion guide.

Qualitatively, the similarity between the reagent profile and the deuterium abstraction

product suggests that the velocity vector of the reagent NH 3
+ ion abstracting the

deuterium atom from the neutral ND 3 is relatively unchanged in the c,'"-se of the reactive

collision. In contrast, charge transfer and proton transfer have much broader TOF

profiles; in both cases neutral reagent molecules that start with thermal velocities become
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NH 3+(v 2 = 0) + ND 3 , ECM = 3.0 eV NH 3 *(v 2 = 7) + ND3, ECM = 3.0 eV

) NH: Reactant ion Beam a) NH3: Reactant Ion Beam

-100 counts/shot -130 counts/shot

b) NH3D
° Deutenum Abstraction b) NHO* : Deutenum Abstraction

0.0 17 counts/shot 0.054 counts/shot

C) ND3 : Charge Transfer c) ND;: Charge TransferLi H 0. 017 Counts/shot 0.36 counts/shot

d) ND 3H*: Proton Transfer d) ND3H*: Proton Transfer

0. 17 counts/shot 0.17 counts/shot

de dND,*: Secondary Product a l N04": Secndary Product
0.0081 counts/shot 0.026 countsshot

0 500 1000 1500 0 500 1000 1500

Time, Ps Time, Its

Figure 8: Raw data parent and product TOF profiles.

the detected charged products. Possible explanations for the broadened TOF distributions
include significant kinetic energy release of the product ions, or perhaps incomplete
transfer of the ion beam energy to the neutral reagent in the course of a reaction
proceeding through a relatively short-lived complex. The TOF profiles also show
sensitivity to the vibrational excitation in the reactant ion. At this point in our study of
the TOF profiles, definitive conclusions cannot be made concerning their information

content.
Product branching ratios were determined from the integrated TOF profiles.

Figure 9 has the branching ratios plotted as a function of umbrella mode excitation in
NH31 at three collision energies which cover the range investigated. These branching
ratio plots indicate that the product channels of this system respond strongly to
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vibrational excitation and collision energy. At the lowest collision energy of 1.0 eV CM

(Figure 9a) the sensitivity to vibrational excitation is greatest, whereas at the highest

collision energy (Figure 9c), little or no effect is evident as the umbrella mode excitation

is increased. This decrease in system sensitivity to umbrella mode excitation is the result

of translational energy overwhelming the initial vibrational excitation of the ion. Clearly,

at collision energies of 5 eV or less, deuterium abstraction and charge transfer are

enhanced by excitation of the V2 mode in NH3 , whereas proton transfer is suppressed.

The product channels also show sensitivity to collision energy. At the lowest collision

energy, proton transfer is the strongest channel. As the collision energy is increased,

charge transfer, a negligible channel under thermal conditions, 26 becomes the dominant

channel. At all collision energies deuterium abstraction is a relatively small channel,

which accounts for less than 20% of the product ions.

In addition to measuring the product ion signal using single ion counting, we also

record the analog intensity of the unreacted NH 3
+ , which enables us to determine relative

1.0 a) ECM 1 eV I-4- D Absuion NH)D0.8 - = -n- Charge Transfer ND,"

0.6- /"., -A- H* Truster NDH'

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0" -

o 1.0,, 0.8b) EcM =5eV
M0.8-

0.6-

-~0.4-

0.2

0.0

1.0
0.-c) E CM= 10 eV

0.8

0.6 -

0.4

0.2

0.0
0 2 4 6 8

V 2 (quanta)
Figure 9: Branching ratio vs. v 2 quanta at three collision energies:

a) 1 eV, b) 5 eV, and c) 10 eV.
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cross sections. The relative cross section measurements allow us to see directly which

channels are becoming suppressed or enhanced as a function of either collision energy or

vibrational excitation. Figure 10 shows the relative cross sections of each of the primary

product channels as a function of reagent ion umbrella mode excitation for three collision

energies. Once again the effects of vibrational excitation are strongest at the lowest

collision energy, 1.0 eV, and are attenuated at higher collision energies, particularly for

proton transfer. At 1.0 eV deuterium abstraction (Figure 10a) is enhanced by a factor of

three in going from v = 0 to v = 7 in the umbrella mode. The charge transfer channel

(Figure 10b) increases by nearly a factor of two, while proton transfer (Figure lOc) is

reduced by a factor of two as the excitation in v2 is increased from v = 0 to v = 7. Similar

trends were observed by Conaway et al.17 ; however, they observed much greater

enhancement of deuterium abstraction with increasing vibrational excitation.

0.5 ECM = eV a) NH3 D+

0.4 EcM = 5 eVI

0.3 - EcM = 10eV

0.2

0.1 ,

0.0= I II
. 2.5

b) N D3
+

2.0

rA1.5-

U 1.0

•-0.5-

o0.0-S I I tII
2.5-

2.0- 
c) ND 3H*

1.0

0.5 - -

0.0 1 I I I

0 2 4 6 8
V2 (quanta)

Figure 10: Relative cross section vs. v2 quanta at three collision energies,
1 eV, 5 eV, and 10 eV, for the product channels: a) deuterium
abstraction, b) charge transfer, and c) proton transfer.
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2. Discussion

Our results allow us to critique and extend the current models for the behavior of

the ammonia ion/ammonia system. The behavior of the proton transfer channel (5c) has

been explained by a direct model 17 '2 9'32 in which a proton passes from the NH3 + ion to

the central nitrogen atom in the neutral reagent (Figure 11). Excitation of the umbrella

mode results in motion orthogonal to the reaction coordinate for proton transfer as

illustrated in Figure 11. It might be expected that this process would be hindered by such

motion resulting in a decrease in the relative cross sections as the umbrella mode

excitation is increased. Our results shown in Figure 10c are consistent with such a model.

showing a factor of two drop as excitation is increased from v2-O to v2=7.

1
H D., ,

H ,~.... .............. :N___. D

D

Figure 11: NH 3  + ND 3 proton transfer model.

As mentioned above, both charge transfer (5b) and deuterium abstraction (5a) are

enhanced by increasing the vibrational excitation of the NH 3  ion. In charge transfer an

electron must hop from the nonbonding orbital on the nitrogen of the neutral ND3 to the

half-filled orbital on the NH3 (Figure 12). Orbital overlap arguments suggest that an

approach geometry which has the nonbonding orbital on the ion and neutral pointed

toward each other would be most favorable for electron transfer. This appears to be a

favorable geometry for reagent approach because the dipole of the neutral is directed

toward the charge. It has been suggested that the enhancement in charge transfer results

from the increase in Franck-Condon overlap between the ion and neutral with increasing

excitation in the umbrella mode; however, the enhancement is smaller than expected if

Franck-Condon overlap was the governing factor, considering that the Franck-Condon

factors increase by a factor of 30 in going from v = 0 to v = 5 in the umbrella mode. Baer

and Murray 28 have suggested that nonresonant channels play an important role in charge

transfer. The enhancement of this channel with increasing internal excitation of the ionic

reagent and collision energy may simply reflect a shorter interaction time between the

reagents. The reactive complex can fall apart after the electron has jumped but before a

heavier particle can be transferred.
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HD

1- / D
J." %,\ D

-H

Figure 12: NH3 + ND 3 charge transfer model.

Several models have been proposed to explain the enhancement of the deuterium

abstraction channel. Figure 13 illustrates deuterium transfer, which can be viewed either

as one-step transfer of an atom or a two-step process consisting of electron transfer

followed by proton transfer. In the direct atom transfer model 17'32 the umbrella bending

motion is viewed as motion along the reaction coordinate. In order for a fourth H/D atom

to bind to the central nitrogen atom the ion must bend from its planar equilibrium

structure. In contrast, the two-step model 29 attributes the enhancement to promotion of

the initial charge transfer step by improved Franck-Condon overlap between the ion and

neutral at higher vibrational excitations. Currently, our data do not allow us to

distinguish between these two models.

1.O~....
-H

Figure 13: NH 3 + ND 3 deuterium abstraction model.
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